
Client & Project Name * GE Digital Energy

Date when produced * Friday, July 6, 2012

Project Type (e.g. App 
Design, Book Design, 
Branding, Motion Graphics, 
Packaging, Print Design, 
Signage & Wayfinding, 
Website) *

Signage & Wayfinding

Rationale *

As Creative Director, I lead a team of three designers, two suppliers and 
partnered with two key internal marketing contacts at GE Digital Energy.

While preparing to open its newly constructed Global Innovation Centre, GE 
invited Riordon to design typographic display walls in one of the most 
innovative areas of the state-of-the-art facility. Working with strict brand 
guidelines to ensure the overall impression was on brand we designed 
several iterations of purely typographic arrangements of key words and 
phrases – all capturing the essence of what GE Digital energy stands for. 
Without a formal brief, we researched other inspiring examples of pure 
typographic poster design with the client to influence our approach and how 
best to create the textured wall. The main request from the client was that 
this be purely typographic – no imagery. The design, using tone on tone 
material relies on lighting from various angles to cast shadows which help 
define the words and phrases. The scale of the typographic walls and 
intricacy of the interplay of words and phrases in five different languages – 
recessed and embos sed on four large Corian wall panels – made for some 
challenging planning. Several full scale outputs on paper were pinned up to 
get the full impression of the design. From there we made mock-ups out of 
the Corian in sections to test the design and how it would be manufactured. 
The scope of work soon expanded to include backlit typographic headers, a 
frosted wave pattern for glass walls and doors throughout the building, 
way-finding signage and three illuminated poster displays. The outcome 
stretched imagination and application and we’re proud of the outcome – as 
is the client.

Verification: Indicate that 
you have addressed every 
issue in your rationale 
above. *

• Your Role
• Project Brief
• Research and Analysis
• Design Process
• Design Solution
• Special Circumstances

Is this project available 
online (e.g. website, 
motion graphics or any 
other video project, online 
portfolio, behance profile)? 
*

Yes, enter URL below

Enter URL for online 
viewing:

www.riordondesign.com/brand-experiences/
#brand-ge-digital-energy

http://www.riordondesign.com/brand-experiences/#brand-ge-digital-energy
http://www.riordondesign.com/brand-experiences/#brand-ge-digital-energy
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